When is a Volvo even more than a
Volvo? When it is the inspired
creation of Nuccio Bertone. Italy's
l egendary automotive designer.
The one man that we deemed
gifted enough, and dedicated
enough to put his hand to the
rarest most exclusive automobile
that Volvo has ever made.
THE VOLVO 780
A grand touring car in the classic
tradition. With the styling that
clearly bears the mark of the
mind behind many Ferraris and
Lamborghinis. The performance,
heightened luxury, and creature
comforts that are clearly the
hallmark of Volvo. At its very best.
The 780 combines Italian handiwork that is painstakingly applied
throughout, like burled birchwood
i nserts, with Swedish engineering
and endless attention to detail.
The result is that Volvo is unable to
produce more than a handful of
these automobiles, each week.
But neither Volvo nor Bertone would
have it any other way.
The 780 Coupe. The choice of
the chosen few.

THE 780 BERTONE
Volvo and Bertone. Together we
didn't just make a world class
automobile in the grand tradition.
We've made automotive history.
Starting with a distinctive
silhouette not quite like any other
coupe on the road today. A distinction matched only by the sheer
opulence within. From its deep,
soft leather seats to the meticulously matched birch burl accents
on the dash and door panels.

Yet, this automobile is designed
with so much attention to creature
comfort and ease of operation that
the 780 may well feel like a
personal extension of the body.
Especially with its full complement
of appointments and amenities
that are standard equipment.
I ncluding features like cruise
control, electronic climate control,
an anti-theft alarm system, central
locking, remote fuel cap and trunk
releases, power moonroof with
sliding sun shade, and power
adjustments on the front seats.
And its smooth, even-firing V-6
gasoline engine; precise rack and
pinion steering; four-wheel disc,

Anti-lock Braking System; and
Multilink Independent Rear Suspension have all been designed to
work together to provide the kind
of smooth performance, responsiveness, and handling you would
expect of a grand touring automobile in the classic tradition.
But the 780 coupe adds something to the special performance,
l uxury, and comfort that Volvo is
famous for. It adds a mystique all
its own.

Set it and forget it. Cruise control helps safely
keep you at the speed you want -yet instantly
returns the controls to you , ifyou want to slow
down, brake, or speed-up.

Power sliding glass moonroof with sliding sunshade inside.

"Command center" features large, easy-to-read
instrumentation. Solidly built, easy-to-operate
controls on the sleek dashboard. While the
steering column puts the all-important turn
signal, high beam, and windshield wiper!
washer controls at your fingertips.

Heated, orthopedically-designed front bucket
seats help cradle the body. Offer 8 different
adjustments at the touch of a button. Feature
manually operated lumbar support, too.

Electronic climate control system is a
powerhouse when it comes to modulating air
quality and climate -front and rear. Actually
employs four separate sensors: to measure
sunshine intensity, interior temperature, heat
exchanger temperature, and outside air
temperature.

Sensitive and powerful four speaker AM/FM
stereo audio system offers cassette receiver with
high power amplifiers. System includes clock,
24 station presets, separate bass and treble
controls, scan tuning, night illumination.
And seven-band graphic equalizer.

Sleek, yet subtle silhouette clearly shows the
vision of the Italian genius that met and
mastered the challenge Volvo put to him.
With an inspired elegance of line that is at once
uniquely original. Yet timeless.

Driver's side supplemental restraint system
includes: air bag in steering wheel that is
designed to inflate upon impact within twotenths of a second. Padded knee bolster. And
front seat belt pretensioners designed to
help hold passengers more securely in case
offrontal or frontal angular impact.

Power "memoryglide"smoothly slides front
seats forward -after backrest is folded.
Helps passengers to more easily get into, or
out of, rear seats.

THE DRIVING FORCE
The Volvo 780 Bertone features an engine
worthy of the automobile it powers. An evenfiring and highly responsive B280F V-6 gasoline
engine*. With aluminum alloy engine block
and cylinder heads for lower weight and engine
efficiency. Paired with an up-to-the-minute
electronic ignition system with spark advance
and knock sensor, LH-Jetronic electronic fuel
injection, and Lambda Sond ® emission control.
Smooth four-speed automatic transmission
automatically shifts into overdrive after shifting
through lower gears , to help increase fuel
economy. Help lessen engine wear. And help
reduce the noise level in the passenger cabin...
one more way the 780 puts comfort first.

*The V-6 engine was developed and is
manufactured by Société Franco-Suédois
de Moteurs -PRV, a company owned by
Volvo jointly with Peugeot and Renault.

Advanced new Multilink Independent Rear
Suspension has lower unsprung weight to help
provide you with a smooth, comfortable ride.
While helping to maintain solid road handling
and... stability. Also features MacPherson
strut front wheel suspension for a smoother
ride.

